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Sacred Bones will reissue the highly sought-after 1976 album Mother Earth's Plantasia from Canadian composer Mort Garson..
'Warm earth music for plants … and the people who love them'. So runs the tagline to Mort Garson's 1976 LP Plantasia. The
Secret Life Of Plants, .... Free Shipping » Buy Mort Garson - Mother Earth's Plantasia [2020 Audiophile ... + Deluxe, double
LP, 45 rpm audiophile edition of the legendary 1976 album.

German synthpop wunderkid Roosevelt continues to tease out new singles from a potential third album, but this "Five Favorite
Synth Sounds in ...
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... Getty's Ever Present series to delve into the plant-centric cultural movement behind Mort Garson's cult-classic electronic
1976 album Mother Earth's Plantasia.

mort garson plantasia shirt

Mort Garson's Mother Earth's Plantasia will be reissued for the first time by Sacred Bones on 21 June .... Before Brian Eno did
it, Mort Garson was making discreet music. ... from Sears) in 1976, you also took home Plantasia, an album recorded especially
for plants.

mort garson plantasia discogs

Mother Earth's Plantasia. Mort Garson. Released 1976.. Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it
is disabled in your browser. Mort Garson (Mother Earth's) -- Plantasia (1976) [Full Album] .... Sacred Bones recently found the
original master tapes for Mother Earth's Plantasia,recorded by Mort Garson in 1976, and thought to be lost for more than 40 ....
Mort Garson, the anonymous creator of Mother Earth's Plantasia, with ... At 31-and-a-half minutes, a little-known album
released in 1976 had .... So runs the tagline to Mort Garson's 1976 LP Plantasia. The Secret Life Of Plants, a 1973 book by
Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird, had sold in its millions .... Mort Garson's 1976 cult album PLANTASIA. 00:00 Plantasia.
03:24 Symphony For A Spider Plant. 06:04 Baby's Tears Blues. 09:08 Ode To An .... This week, we welcome a re-release of
Mort Garson's biologically-inspired 1976 classic, Mother Earth's Plantasia. Originally given away with a ... d9dee69ac8 
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